


The small photo (left) shows very nicely the harmony between 
the colored surfaces and the filigree structured and equally colorful 
construction. As so often in v.Garniers work the lightening accom-
paniment of color gives, (though not here), the often small windows in 
large surfaces more meaning. One aid for this rather rational solution
in the use of color is the width of the units. The exact width of these
units has to be determined before the “design” can be started.

In 2002 ThyssenKrupp Steel extended its surface-coating plant in
Duisburg-Beeckerwerth. This was an old and visibly tired production
building, into which a new extension was “placed”.
The new height was determined by the production needs and there ap-
peared an opportunity to draw lots of light into the interior workplace.
This in turn illuminates a colorful interior design of superstructure and
machines. Below is an administration building in green and blue for
“InfraServ” at the Hoechst industrial complex. The inter-play of colors
with the light exterior construction is simply brilliant.

Brilliant Banality.
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First of all a few words about the Philosophy and
Psychology and the questions behind the lives and the
day by day work of people. 

For all living creatures, (except human beings) each 
natural surrounding is the work place and simultaneously
the living environment. A creature has to survive here 
and at the same time revive itself when energy levels run
low.

No sensible human being would question this. With the
exception of art (meaning artificiality) with regard to
their coexistence with color; they have severed too many
deeply-rooted, subconscious and instinctive links.

Man has – in architecture at least – sentenced it to clumsy
colorfulness. He has subjected it to typically cheap taste-
lessness. Moreover, he misuses color regularly to help
correct and disguise other mistakes or inadequacies.

Where the Earth loses its color, it is no longer
viable for humans.

I think, at our point in time, that color is not regarded as 
a fundamentally important part of the Earth; rather it is
treated with contempt.

When we observe what huge structures we create for 
the ever-increasing population in a shrinking world, 
we really have to ask ourselves if, with precious silver,
solemn black, fabulous white and with pure glistening
and gleaming i.e. in all the intellectual and wondrous
buildings of our time, we uniformly reach our fellow 
humans. Or, whether an era is approaching in which we
have recognized that glistening and gleaming is history
and that we should, or will, return to the more funda-
mental forms of construction.

There exists in the rich history of construction one of 
the most simple-minded quotes of all, that “Architecture
does not need color”.

The significance of this means we would have to demolish
all great buildings of the world, because they are bad!

The collapse of nearly all natural life and environments
necessary for survival, has led to a lack of exposure to 
color. The evidence for this can and will fill countless 
volumes.

Somehow it is about completely different parts in the 
order of things, such as the rational associations con-
tiguous to man. Somehow it is about balancing the body-
mind-spirit equilibrium, so that its complete aesthetic 
picture does not upset humans – and the landscape for
which he is responsible, is not visibly destroyed.

Examples, which we designers want to create in con-
junction with Industry, are factories, their high-tech con-
tents and every encounter with the affected landscape.
First and foremost however it is about the state of mind 
of the human in this his workplace.

Thinking is not a prize-winning question,
rather a question of appealing to entrepre-
neurial intelligence.

When companies set up their Corporate Identity i.e. 
a plan for credible and congenial public image, then a
considerable amount of the question will be what per-
centage of Corporate Identity is unambiguously con-
cerned with the “look” of the offices.

The most used colors are red and blue and green and 
yellow all in their own saturated intensity.

The rest is not color. In the last years a development of
inflationary magnitude has arisen, in which the first six
best sellers used on color-coating materials in the steel
construction industry are no longer colors, rather different
tones of white, grey and silver. This in particular shows
the opposite of exceptional, that is to say rather unimpres-
sive mass production.

It is a huge difference, if color follows stone and therefore concrete, whether it emphasizes 
unnatural materials such as fibrous cement, whether ceramics follow it into water or onto the tiles 
on the roofs of houses, whether it protects wood – or steel.

Philosophy and Strategy: Steel, Construction and Color.

Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier alters the effect of each of his designs for each style of architecture. 
As a result his compositions speak many languages.
But, it is always recognizable, wherever one encounters his work. In over thirty years his philosophy
has reached out to many people, who became his partners for a single project – or a long time.

Some factories (for over three decades) have been accompanied by his planning. 
He has had to admit, that even today color is not compulsory, rather just in the efforts of a few 
people to create a friendly atmosphere; within the construction industry, in their every-day lives 
and subsequent attempts.



I call the new objective of instantly 
recognizable purpose built construction:
“Constructed Public Relations”.

Buildings of complex size are simply there. 
Human intelligence can be measured by the way with
which we deal with such issues. Lots of managers know
really well: A strong presence can result in disaster – 
or excessively large risks. Buildings can appear friendlier
than other constructions; they can blend in better with 
the surroundings and can publicize for the owners. 
They can also however appear to be threatening, 
or particularly plain, or lacking warmth, brutal even 
irksome, and oppressive.

The obvious positive effect of advertising does not 
always have to be automatically associated with its large
writing or type. In this way every public image can be 
reduced to an over-dimensional advertising billboard,
from which one rather distances oneself.

There is such a thing as
“ecology for the eye”.

A friendly appearance has many facets, and some are 
similar in people and buildings. Buildings, too, can be
more or less friendly. They can appear as partners on the
landscape, promoting positive feelings towards their 
owners, or they can have a threatening aspect, sallow, 
unloving, brutal, disruptive and oppressive.

The obvious positive PR effect of a friendly building
need not and should not be automatically linked with 
giant lettering or logos, which can often reduce an 
attractive building to an oversized advertising hoarding
more likely to turn people away.

Distance is exactly the opposite of 
that which advertising is trying to create.
Evidently.

It is really a difference in a positive or less positive sense,
whether a company emblem on the letterhead, or on
packaging is accompanied by the same color, or if this
color is plastered, un-checked, over thousands of square
meters of smooth or corrugated surfaces.

The large factories belonging to Germany’s major motor
manufacturers all appear to have the same triteness of 
silver, light grey and white. The only difference, if at all,
is the color in the logo. Creative? No: It is surrendered
landscape. One wants to appear “noble” and forgets 
that we are not dealing with High Tech Palaces, but 
factories.

Systematic abuse of Corporate Identity 
can’t be clever – it does not appeal through
individuality.

The colorless similar huge monstrosities produce in 
the beholder at least respect and acceptance due to the

portrayed size and might in no way over and above that
feeling of care.

These are “lost chances”, because: Big “advertising”
through deeds cannot be found anywhere by the owners.
This does mean however, that although it has occurred
quite often in these times, to leave every large expanse 
of space to be ripped apart by the doggedness of the 
advertising department.

It is most useful, to asses the advertising effect of the 
design, so that buildings that “weigh” on the surroundings
are not created in their hundreds and thousands.

The individualization of the image 
appears to be an essential starting point. 
Color categorically helps.

My personal terms of “Constructed PR” or “Ecology 
for the Eye” mean that it is not particularly clever 
for a company when building, for example, a Waste
Incineration Plant, Wind Generators, Bio Mass Power
Plants and other environmental projects, to negate the 
environmental gain in return for the visual protection of
the countryside. The price then becomes outrageously
high. However, this is an every-day occurrence.

This cannot be seen as clever, because the expense saved
is not in proportion to the negative image of the company
concerned.

Advertising stands for all aspects of the effect on the 
human sub-consciousness one way or another.

Clever advertising is after all only that which
reaches us positively.

Perhaps Color Design should finance itself from the 
purse-strings of advertising. If the additional cost were
not always the result of last minute decisions, due to 
the intrigues of business and the excessive ensuing costs
of some individual manufacturers, this might be worth 
pursuing.

Often when a disproportionate cost incurred it is as a 
result of the lack of understanding by those concerned.
This question of color as I constantly stress, at this stage
in architecture has vanished from the consciousness of
the owners.

Most buildings which serve the necessary environmental
protection appear as if they have nothing to do with the
task at hand rather as if they (intentionally and vigor-
ously) wanted to do the opposite. 

Technical steel or glass surfaces as can often be seen in
buildings typical for the administrative buildings of large
corporations, are not received by the population as being
particularly warm. They create a distance from all those
who have little or no interest for the technical content.
This is surely one characteristic that the celebrity planner
at the moment does not achieve.
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This older industrial building in Dortmund 
is an example of how in the case of renovation
cheerful moods can be created. 
Yellow is seldom used on such sheet-metal
steel façades.

Above: ThyssenKrupp Steel in Bochum. A widening of the base 
once again shows off the attractive inter-play between greens and 
blues. A deliberately darker sound-proofing wall made of concrete, 
serves to provide a clear base which in turn refers our attention to 
the “living” color of the car park foliage. The steel grows out of 
this elegantly with a delicate play of colors and is seen to be a rather 
naturally perceived colorfulness. Designing with color is never to 
be seen separately from its surroundings. 
Right: A warehouse of Chemie Grünenthal in Aachen. A combination
of subdued and active red tones links together the change of material.
It is always disciplined by the thought-out architecture. (Koppenhöfer
& Partner). The building has since doubled in width and has been 
escorted by the same light-dark green tones.

Nearly every color, yet never multi-colored anarchy.

This building complex belonging to the 
factory of “Chocolat Frey” at Migros in
Buchs near Zurich shows equally cheerful 
colorfulness. The yellow tones are balanced
by the silver-grey.
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There are situations in which there are no 
alternatives to the use of particular colors.
These buildings appear as hills in the lands-
cape due to their close proximity to the small
houses – alternating warmth or freshness.

Colorful consequence resulting from colorful
competence. In order to resolve rural conflicts,
there needs to be a loving partnership with 
color.

For decades the colors of v.Garnier have chaperoned the Krombacher
Brewery in Siegerland. This successful enterprise has long since ex-
panded out of the confines of the village of Krombach. The color used
for the technical buildings has become an important ally in gaining 
acceptance and reconciliation with the village and landscape. 
The measure of whether a “postcard motif” is thinkable, with which 
the local populace can greet their friend’s from around the world is 
an indication of the success of the use of color on excessive industrial
buildings. The big photo shows that this could easily be the case. 
The photos show clearly, as we have often agreed how important the
use of almost the complete range of light is for such evolving con-
glomerates. A synthesis of integral concealment and emphasis portrays
the self-confident image of the brewery.

Golden beer in a green landscape.
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Should huge shapes as they will surely be seen in future,
approach the environs with dignity and not destroy it
so helping to achieve a successful commonality, through
a thought-out partnership between walls and color. One
single color for mammoth surfaces is however too little.
The task requires the solution of consciously prearranged
colors, which are coordinated with the materials of large
walls and the means of construction.

One has to pay attention to aspects of exterior walls of
buildings, as well as the physical aspects of construction.
On the one hand large surfaces which have been coated
with a single tone of a single color always appear dirtier
than those surfaces which have seen the use of pre-
arranged colors, because the latter allows the inevitable
subsequent soiling to appear less noticeable.

Also to be considered when thinking in colors and plann-
ing buildings is the genuine threat of bright or rather fri-
endly looking color as an alternative to dreary monotony.
The individual tones of prearranged colors can in the long
run transform themselves differently in the design than
the neighboring colors.

This change would be fatal, it has happened
enough in the past, because the owners have
not been explicit enough about the quality of
the paint, before contracts were signed.

The enrichment of color in the artificial construction
landscape, especially in industry is the most under-
estimated topic in the construction industry of this epoch.
Perhaps this is the explanation for this cultural crisis. 

Those who have an understanding of construction know
how much money is spent for really minor things. Saving
where the quality of paint is concerned often avenges
itself in that the design is often too hastily decided upon.

The same is true when there has been no previous design.
Does one desire this? The image of the building serves 
to create a bad impression of the client. Is this merely 
carelessness or is it more?

One has to pay particular attention to whether the colored
surfaces come from a tried and tested first-rate collection,
which guarantees a reliable, homogeneous rendition of
the color.

The added cost for high expectation is so often miscalcu-
lated due to the eye-catching results of color planning, es-
pecially at this present time of reduced spending and sa-
ving. These discrepancies are often a result of insufficient
comprehensively thought out contexts.  

The abovementioned superior Collection takes up the 
application of color of natural surroundings in a sociable
way. Syntheses are created from discretion and emphasis.

This way of thinking and its contribution do not create
Art; yet everything is created from artistic feelings and
with artistic means.

If a sensitive use of color is thought to be art, then only

on the understanding, that being artistic has also to serve.
It is not enough to prevail.

The disparaging limiting expression
“Purpose-built” has damaged all our cultural
landscapes.

The requirement for the functionality of these buildings 
is indisputable. Equally indisputable is that so-called
“purpose built” objects are often rejected by citizens for
reasons of visual landscapes. 

Even at times of an economic slump (in which permission
for every industrial building can always be simplified un-
der the mantel of creating new jobs), every owner knows
the problems of obtaining planning permission.

Central European landscapes are in danger. Better still: 
the nightmare of an unprecedented destruction of culture
as a result of irresponsible construction with all its conse-
quences including shape, materials and color, is already 
a reality.

Color does not replace any form and form
does not replace color.

So that there are no misunderstandings: Thought out and
even convincingly justified color is not the sole remedy.
Nothing in the world is exclusive on its own. At the same
time, building planning has to consider the fundamental
layout more seriously which until now has to be in-
vestigated and promoted before building commences.

Until now this could not be carried out, because the 
participating social powers clearly did not know what 
to do. We must once again learn to construct squares full
of atmosphere and with a harmonious character.

Truly the notion of excellent ambiance 
needs to be rediscovered – because it serves
the emotions.

Color as the argumentatively sole remedy for assimilation
cannot bluff here. It simply cannot eliminate mistakes 
in the planning. And without it, nothing is right. It can 
ensure that the important phrase ‘Friendly ecology’
becomes effective for safeguarding any landscape and 
the people in it.

Color can also achieve that the ensuing mistakes in con-
struction do not allow our landscapes to deteriorate into 
artistic garbage heaps. Even here the serious use of color, 
as an alternative to shrill monotone color is simply under-
estimated.

All of the clumsiness is spreading all over the country
with its varied landscapes and its 80 million inhabitants.

In addition one has to know: that our countryside – even 
in direct sunlight – is very dark and that every suggestion
of grey and white improperly emphasizes the most un-
intelligent and un-uniform, brutal, plain, large and cold
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building. Not to mention the favorite search for “light 
and friendliness” in prattling, boring, popular and color-
less circles. Not to mention proximity and distinctiveness.
Hesitancy is strength of character.

It is nonsense, to repeatedly say it concerns
“only” workplaces and industrialized areas.

Precisely these are in the majority i.e. the permanent 
domiciles of millions of people. Right here is where they
spend their formative years.

In our half-yearly winter with short periods of light, 
these people spend over nearly 100% of their waking 
lives at their workplace. What does “workplace” mean?

Cost alone is not an intelligent principle 
for the design of purpose built buildings 
with which to introduce a company to the 
beholder.

Every box is the problem-child of the public and commu-
nities, of countryside and planners. Function and content
do not require any kind of architectonic realization on the
vast exterior surfaces.

The static requirements and the mostly too tightly budget-
ed costs do not allow the exterior to be used for aesthetic
purposes, or if so, only in a convoluted way.

In this way color planning becomes a double-edged un-
dertaking: On the one hand, one accuses it of trying to re-
place architecture, which color cannot and does not want
to do. On the other hand, it uses the huge surfaces for the
intellectual quest for individual stimulus.

There are even situations, where the arguments about 
color lead to a reduction in cost. Countless unfriendly
grey materials are much more expensive than some 
colored ones. 

In any case, the monetary expense of an intelligent and
well thought-out design bears no relation to the end pro-
duct. Apart from that a building will stand longer than
any period of frugality.

Color in construction is not a case of good 
or bad taste.

Buildings of the timely and thoughtful kind raise more
questions in the beholder about the builder, the company,
the product, than any quick retort given by any recogniz-
able symbol.

A lovingly designed building raises the question 
“what is the driving force behind it”? 
It then becomes publicity instead of advertising. 
The choice between these two terms is really a case 
of good or less good taste.

Something different? Why not? 
It brightens up? These are embarrassing 
reasons for color as given by incompetent
planners.

In reality, the same hopeless and unproductive discus-
sions are held, when within the framework of those in-
volved in planning, color and its use is discussed under
the heading of “taste” – and then decided upon as a com-
promise.

The demand for a completely new structure according 
to the same criteria: “As has never been built before”, 
is completely over the top today.

Time after time, new materials allow every type of inno-
vation, but our education does not allow the constantly
new.

The new quick way of change is dictated by the media,
whose basic demands are for constantly new things. 

But an apartment or an office block is not a magazine 
or a newspaper, not print, nor television, nor Art object.
In the context of the never ending search for a con-
temporary completion, which is seldom achievable?

Even the non-colors white and silver can be taken apart
like rows of colors and put together again in a new form
using new creativity, without the appearance differentiat-
ing itself too much from the C.I.

Does the educated and dedicated Color
designer have an understanding for Silver?

Actually quite a lot – even to the point of admiration! 
The spirit of the planning shines brilliantly. 

We humans are not weasels in the motor of a car that is 
in the garage. Yet our world is starting to appear that way.

Prince Charles has bemoaned the systematic destruction
of his London.

Competent and therefore intelligent use of color can 
today create new appearances, which are not quite as
transposable as the old ones.

Students of architecture do not learn how to go about 
incorporating color into their everyday tasks during their
studies.

Many planners view all grey tones between black and
white – even fashionable silver – to be a color which is 
not correct. They themselves have not noticed that in 
recent decades and today also, the faces of our cities are
being and have been created in an increasingly hostile
light.

Central Europe is not Africa. Silver albeit only nickel-
plated is everywhere – worldwide.
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… synthesis of concealment and emphasis 
is analogous to the task of the colored inter-
pretation of the constructed. Solar technology
is well known for its blacks. (Till now but not
decisive for the future.) ThyssenKrupp Steel
reveals in their trial plant at “Solartec” a 
technological innovation for extensive solar
installations. Deliberate use of warm greens
amongst natural fresh greens. 
Simply synthesis!

It is wise when planning the use of artificial green tones among 
“living” greens to be particularly prudent. In these surroundings every
wrong tone would be a disaster. The greens “Relax” and “Glad” used
here from the Collection ReflectionsOne® of ThyssenKrupp Steel
permit the technically brilliant plant to have an impact. They serve the
idea of making the connection between the manufacture of natural
energy and a rural setting visible.

The flowing requirement of the architecture
(Herbert Gunia) appears light and graphic.
Below left shows a department store designed
in the 80’s at Bayer in Leverkusen.
Horizontally-mounted corrugated wave pro-
files contrast appealingly with the dominant
verticals of the façade.

Soft colors versus technical black.
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Above: The warehouse of Sauer-Polymer-
technik GmbH located near Coburg. (Architect
Glodschei). Three more axes of the building
are to follow. The colors make the building
quietly conform, lighter and tender.

Contrary to the notion that blue and green do not go together, they
form the most natural combination of all. v.Garnier likes to use them
often. However, success is dependant on the lighter tones used and 
the rhythm of the formal gradation. Light blues are friendly and their
tones should as a rule be the lightest colors. At Bilstein in Hagen, 
the basic lightness of the warehouse is dictated by the light in the dark,
wooded valley. The long, tall walls help to brighten.

Right: Just beyond the German-Swiss border, there stands a Waste
Incineration plant at Ciba Geigy. In this picture (after careful scrutiny
of the physical elements of the building) it becomes quite clear, 
that attractive designs are possible when using steel surfaces.

Blue and Green, they love each other.

An earlier v.Garnier designed warehouse 
in Neustadt belonging to the same company 
illustrates his work. Sheet metal does not 
always have to be cut and mounted at right
angles.
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Color is merely decoration on construction?

Whoever says this, does so for tactical reasons, to dis-
guise the said own ignorance and psychologically deeply
rooted effect and contexts of color. Humanly understand-
able, but most damaging to the cultural landscape.

The mood of the colors peels itself so to speak, off the
walls and machinery when they look down on people. 
In this manner, the proposed atmosphere between these
multicolored transmitters is created in the space.
In this way the designer in union with other planners can
create new characteristics in the spaces to be designed.
The building and its walls are primarily the transporters
of color in the space.

These colors which are absorbed by the eyes can be 
compared to sounds which are heard by the ear. 
Thus we can bring together the learning of color and 
musical composition.

Our language reveals even to the amateur the close
connection between them, with such familiar terms as
harmony of colors, tone colors, color tones etc. 

Consequentially, musical moods can be created by the 
use of color, when the planners purposely incorporate 
the related materials.

Decoration is something very superficial. Color in 
architecture in as much as it has not degenerated into 
indifferent colorfulness, is a necessary part of any human
landscape.

Color has deep foundations, but is always accessible. 
It does not need education, even though training can help
it. Its roots are emotional not intellectual. It exists for us
naturally.

Emotional substance and the effect 
of color as the result of intelligent use when
planning.

At the moment this is not taught in the way in which 
it could be of use and is self-evident in the buildings of
today.

The color studios of the manufacturers of materials do 
not have the freedom to the discuss color and the special
effects it can have. The planners are not independent of
the customer and cannot develop objective arguments, 
if the customer appears to be on the wrong path.

The independent planner of the manufacturer of paints
cannot, for example, jeopardize a contract by going
against the opinion of his customer, which I indeed can,
as I owe it to the client. The explanation of designs is an
obligatory, unpaid but inseparable part of my artistic
work.

Independence is a part of every ambitious work of a 
planner, irrespective of whether he produces Art or
whether because of the sociological reasons of his work
he decides not to create art with the use of color.

I belong to the latter, because the team of differing 
groups interest and understanding involved in building
are more interesting, than a somehow self-realization 
at the expense of the bank account of the patron.

Color planning for the ordinary building 
is not always first of all Art, but it is always
in a position to be seen as such.

Colors should certainly accompany buildings in every
surrounding. A sensible plan with artistic means is re-
quired.

Art becomes later a much different task, in as much 
as it is desired. Art is the freedom of expression which 
accompanies architecture, colors however, are the human
responsibility.

Despite the fact that some feature articles have other 
opinions, which is to be expected. They do not concern 
themselves with the reasons and the processes behind 
the failure of the efforts of color-planning for buildings, 
roads and towns.

This is one of the reasons for the problematical condition
of growing townscapes, since the end of the war. But is
not the least important as nowadays some people indicate.

The teachings of color in all seriousness as I have said 
are “that architecture requires no color”.
Using this humanly distant maxim, new towns are crea-
ted. In the meantime they look as if they have some kind
of black or silver lurgey.

It is interesting, that people who consider themselves to
be educated refer to the color “grey”, or the color black 
or the color white. Someone using these words cannot 
of course notice if a town is devoid of color, if the colors
of Europe have been depleted. When I say the color grey,
I notice that the town is simply grey and not colorful, 
because it is as colorful as its color is grey.

Something has to be wrong here. Something is wrong
with the language and its vivid sensuality. We are all so
clever and talk about very banal things because they are
so obvious. With my work I want to be able to always
look behind the scenes. I want to and must constantly
create anew. Therefore I have to know the theater which
these stage-props serve.

In the meantime I have understood standpoints, that 
are so simple that we need them in every second of our
simple lives have been vacated. We cannot replace life
with Art. We simply have to learn that we can only gain
strength if we can comprehend again that simplicity is 
like breathing.

The standpoint of many articles on the subject of the 
unconscious problems of juvenile smearing shows the
gap between the articles and questions of townscapes, 
irrespective of which article it may be.

The problem is almost always solely justified using a
quality of the script.
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The real social and cultural, political relevant question is,
whether someone in this union of the Federal Republic 
of Germany has the right, to carry out his own aesthetic
ideas using force. – With the frequently ensuing high 
expense of removing Graffiti, being thrust upon the owner
of an unwanted painted building.

Graffiti on walls or other items, 
which do not belong to the “sprayers” 
is simply anti-social.

First of all, this leads to an all-night war between the
painters and removers. Secondly any clues to recover 
the ensuing cost from those responsible, is scandalously
hypocritical as anyone who has to deal with this knows.

If this were the judicial way of dealing with the problem
there would be no more Graffiti in our towns. But neither
the juveniles, if ever they are caught, who are below the
age of prosecution, nor their often economically weak 
parents are held responsible. This is the reality.

Static, logistics, all types of everyday limitations, every
justifiable consideration for the different accountable 
positions of professional groups bearing the responsibility
for building, are challenges I accept and which I gladly
face.

My questions to education, information and knowledge 
I classify into different thoughts than those which can be
found in the apparently unlimited freedom of Art.

Color simply cannot like neurotic 
colorfulness.

Colorfulness is at present the most common catastrophe
in the townscapes of construction, brought about by the
institution of the supermarket - which started out in a
field.

A town or factory would surely be too colorful, if buildings
were placed without consideration for the choreography
next to one another.

One can easily imagine that if all of the buildings present-
ed in this brochure were placed next to one another with-
out gaps, or reducing their intensity, they would create 
an antisocial picture. Exactly this is not sought. These
pictures show buildings which have been deemed in their
surroundings to be ‘leading houses’ in each of their areas
of use.

A sensitive consideration for neighborhoods
has to be the basis for every reasonable 
insight into color planning.

Sometimes and increasingly so, a color draft would 
be more significant than a trumpet note of traffic signal
red or canary yellow, or bright blue. He who listens 
understands: In reality it is about the relief from the 
permanently shrill, not from color.

Painting only in one color and tone result in unpleasant,
uncoordinated colorfulness.

As a rule a monotone intensive blue is possibly just 
a sign of the deep-rooted insecurity of its instigator. 
At the center lies the self-presentation. 

It is a harsh suggestion for hope, if such life-determining
questions, such as the ambience of living space for 
humans, is underestimated. This is particularly true 
of the moods of exteriors.

Color is the objective light by which the emotionally 
quality of townscapes and industrial landscapes can to 
a certain degree be measured.
At home in their apartments, most people can help 
themselves. In towns and cities and in their ravaging 
working lives outside of their own four walls – they are 
at the mercy of the planners and their thinking, which in
nearly all cases is much different.

No Design with the use of computers.

Thoughts about color do not come out of a machine and
cannot be developed, or make credible presentations.

I do not design using computers and I will not do this.
My reasons for this are that the unnatural smoothness 
of the print gives the wrong impression.

In my studio, all designs are drawn and painted by hand
in the color tones required for each individual project.
They will never be placed in irksome or pseudo-natural
surroundings for the beholder.

Each design requires for its judgment professional fantasy
and knowledge of design. Therefore a lot of trust also. 
It requires trust in the creativity and experience of the 
designer.

Without trust in the person of the designer the wrong 
conclusions can be drawn in the context of colors; 
because, using such pseudo-realistic, artificial printouts
from computers the amateur cannot judge the later out-
come.

Color is always closer to man than 
colorlessness, even when this colorlessness 
is displayed intelligently.

What points to the precise reliance of more or less 
qualified, more or less measurable term of “Taste”?

I think it is the familiarity with the characteristics of 
color. It should be stressed one more time: They have 
to be formulated and coordinated.

The use of light and dark, active and passive which 
simply means loud and quiet – just as the warmth or
coolness of colors and the subsequent discussion with 
the rhythmic factors from the rudiments of the architec-
tonic composition. This use has to be understood and 
mastered.
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The use of color “rescued” the
skyline of the city of Stralsund.
At the Moeller dockyard 
(formerly Volkswerft) this steel
construction is 80 meters high,
300 meters long and 100 meters
wide. (Picture below). In 1999,
together with the interior steel
construction (Donges-Stahlbau),
this design received the coveted
European Steel Award for
Germany, in London.

1999 European Steel Prize for Color.

The secret of this design: Contrary to the original color design, 
the blueprint of v.Garnier sought to subjugate the color to the grid 
and create a melodic color tone, rather than use color to solve the 
architectural problems. Correction of the simplification of the planning
is not a plausible task for the accompanying and interpretation of 
colors. Such requirements over- and under -estimate the spirit of every
such demanding use of color. Here they are emphasizing quite simply
the height. Gothic architecture also did this. This is the most popular
and unmistakably newest building in the hanseatic city. In his long 
career of architecturally complementing design this was v.Garniers
most difficult project.
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Color for Power Plants: At the Nossener Bridge in Dresden (large 
picture and below right), there evolved out of the then Stadtwerke 
(in cooperation with the Erlanger Kraftwerksunion, KWU), a power
plant of the most color and architectural style (Architect Frieder
Goepel). The mounted metal parts were painted using a special 
method of branding. The design is intensified in the area behind the 
similarly colored three steel chimneys, which symbolize the process 
of extracting energy. The linear grid brings quiet colors out of this
“compression” of all colors around all the fluid façades of the huge
building. This fair jewel in the middle of the city is moreover, the 
result of a fruitful cooperation between the architects and v.Garnier.

Environmental protection to please the eye. 
The older plant with prefabricated sheet metal units, laid vertically, 
is predominantly yellow in tone. The newer plant (below) with a 
horizontal wave of differing greens with red tones reconciles itself
with the surrounding “ravaged” landscape. A new waste incinerating
plant of the KMW using the colors of ReflectionsOne®. 
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The following two examples (above and be-
low left) are mammoth projects of the Power
Plant Mainz-Wiesbaden (KMW) in the 
meadows along the Rhine River in Mainz, 
an overdeveloped industrial area. They give
the suburb its outline and make it familiar.
e.g. v.Garniers Nescafe Factory. 



It is more difficult to decide later upon a
light or darkness of a building than to decide
upon a particular group of colors.

This should be thought about in discussions about the 
designs by everyone concerned before final decisions are
made. These are mostly completely different people. This
is precisely the weak point or moment. It leads to mis-
understandings and to the many awful things in reality.

These fundamental links between color and buildings 
can be measured by the readiness for discussion amongst
the judges of competitions and their knowledge.

This is where color intrudes most into architecture. 
This means, that in the best-case-scenario, the architect
selects the areas himself which should and must be 
solved by color.  

The planners themselves should decide whether an active
color stresses a fault in the architecture, or as needed 
simply the interpreting design to be used at the most 
suitable place.

The planner alone should be able to stipulate with 
competency, where color should be covering – always 
balanced, discreet and coordinated with the characte-
ristics of materials, in order not to make the building 
appear as a body not too shrill.

Not every building and every part of it must be allowed 
at any cost, to declare the notoriety of its designer. 
The architect must honestly recognize, where the dark-
ness of color allows the easy assimilation of colors in 
the surroundings, without making the shadows of the 
building too sinister.

The un-gloomy “darkness” i.e. the colored, has also 
to be found anew, I have often said this – moreover and 
in response to clients questions about future somber 
buildings.

The architect must with analytical reliability and without
vanity decide whether his building carries-off the empha-
sis of light or lightness and if it is worthwhile to show it.

Constantly theoretical decisions about materials have 
to be corrected or played along with from the very 
beginning, if – with some degree of knowledge – it is 
realized that materials on the one hand and the purpose,
contents of buildings, the mood of the surroundings,

character on the other hand become endangered by 
having little or nothing to do with one another.
The characteristics of color, light, dark, active, passive,
warm or cool decide whether a building is credible, in
harmony – or has a harmonious effect on the surrounding
space. Whether on the contrary it suffers; for example, 
by the weightiness of the building and the strength of 
color not being in relationship to one another and the
amount of space.

The special difficulty in the consideration of the last 
criterion lies in that heavy buildings cannot appear too
prominently. The un-throttled strength of color outside 
all consideration for the use of color draws attention to it.
Interior color balance between the weight of the building
and strength of color alone does not suffice.

The strength of color on a building is not the unlimited
result of wild fantasies and artistic play. The prerequisite
is that the architectural planner learns once more, to com-
municate the necessity for small parcels of color in a 
non-prejudicial and uninhibited way.

Over and over again: There is no such thing as a humani-
tarian expanse of a single tone of color on large buildings.
With this realization there begins a new reflection about
workable starting points for a didactic new beginning 
for color and architecture in schools, colleges and uni-
versities.

The immense amount of respect for the work of the 
architect responsible can always be deduced from my 
designs. The principal specification of a building, 
its structure should be given by the architect and the 
assistance of a professional color designer.

If restrictions from building laws and thoughts of silver-
grey do not hinder his access to the world of color, the 
architect is capable of an unprejudiced valuation of the
play of color and no one can or should be allowed to 
steal the “final mood” of his building. Until this time a 
co-operation in good and intelligent spirit for the sake 
of us all is not possible between the architect and color
planner. We are able to change this together. 

Because:

Our world is a common one.

Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier
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How is the design created?

Computer printouts provoke debate about cost effectiveness.

Designs when they are first started are grey. This is due to the fact that the structure of color 
over such a large surface develops first and foremost via the lightness, in which colors must 
originate and be presented. What the drawing can make clear is that landscapes are in principle 
always darker in color, than most of us imagine – and that has to be kept in mind.

The natural and understandable differences
between architectural planner and color
planner:

Here various fears of contact lock into place. They are
quite easy to comprehend. Architecture is searching for
the third dimension, the planner lives for – and from – 
the artificial presentation of space. Architecture is the
conception and breathing of life into shape and the 
materials, which lead to this shape.

In the somewhat really huge purpose-built buildings of
our times (see for example page 23) these large surfaces
emerge because composed architectural elements, such 
as windows or contrasts are missing. These large eyesores
on buildings irritate the ‘person of form’ in principle as
well, but he accepts them, because he knows the func-
tional reasoning. The amateur doesn’t know and finds
such extremely large surfaces simply repulsive and 
monotone.

Colors should also be allowed to structure:
nobody has the exclusive patent on doing his
own thing when it comes to sharing common
surroundings with others.

There exist further constraints. As a result, in the reality
of Industry, there exist giant refrigerated cooling plants
which are also not structured. In such cases color can if 
it is used cleverly, lead to the structuring of the different
dark shades on a single plane of façade elements. 
This drawing shows this somewhat.

The designs of Friederich Ernst v.Garnier begin as
‘scribble’ using a very soft pencil. 

Whilst the Architecture of our time – as my argument
suggests, which I extract from a partially ignorant stand-
point (“ignorare” Latin: means ‘not knowing’ – also not
wanting to know, or deliberately overlooking) these basic
structures using color condemned to be decoration, 
do not serve these changes in lightness at all and are not
at all a search for decoration or even decorative effect. 
It is a question of viewpoint and standpoint in a new 
search for the tone.

In reality, color in contrast to monotone colorfulness and
colorful dullness or brutality, is always distinguishable in
that the sought after color tone in order to be created has
to structure itself out of many different criterion within
one family of colors. Every leaf in nature is an example
of this. It consists of more soft richness of color than man
can manufacture for use on thousands of square meters,
because the color of the leaf consists of light and dark,
active and passive, warm and fresh to cold nuances. 
He who realizes that color is one of many fundamentals
of human landscape, knows also that color in its typical
play, has the same right as shape and in its own way 
movement.

In conclusion: Why does the computer deceive?

It creates artificial landscapes, which on this scale and
without correlation to the particular surroundings of a
new structure leads the amateur to draw the wrong con-
clusions. This mistake can only be seen when the huge
structure already stands. Everyone knows that it is too 
late then.
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Many architects of glass buildings believe be-
cause they use glass, that color is not neces-
sary. However, something supports or holds
this black glass. As the photo (above left) 
shows, color can make this black glass appear
even more attractive.

The Dortmunder OberflächenCentrum (DOC®), home of cutting-edge
research into the use of steel surfaces, is very close to an old dignified 
administration building originating from the days of Hoesch’s industrial
expansion. Such encounters are very precarious. (As is every meeting
of green and green needs careful planning. See insert below right). 
The European cultural landscape owes its ongoing destruction to the
fact, that very often buildings with the same contrast are placed right
beside one another. Above, one can see quite clearly the theory of
Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier, that in such encounters the new building 
always has to bow to the dignity of the good “old” building in its use 
of colors. This means that the lightness of the new has to adjust itself 
to the darkness of its immediate surroundings. This common darkness
emphasizes the importance of the historical building and leaves it its
own sovereign lighter significance.

The industrial inside of Dortmunder Ober-
flächenCentrum (DOC®) at ThyssenKrupp
Steel became colored. v.Garnier clearly
underscores the complete structure, as well 
as the tecnical installation with the use of 
color.
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When one occasionally sees really deep blues it is hard to imagine,
that the color blue in lighter tones appears to make everything that 
in truth stands ponderously in the landscape, wonderfully lighter. 
The hot-dip galvanizing line (FBA 8) of ThyssenKrupp Steel in Dort-
mund has become a symbol for the re-emergence of an innovative in-
dustry and technology from the framework of its past. Inside infinitely
long and fairy-tale like steel snakes are coated using heat. In the past 
it was not possible to observe this. Our thanks to technology!

The Ruhrgebiet new. Once again the green supports the blue, the greens support the blues.
As one can clearly see, the colors focus on other emphasis than only
form, in order to play their music. The leading requirement is the 
rhythm of the buildings, from which they can only release themselves,
when they do not destroy the formal hierarchy.
Below right: The beginning of a new and consequently colorful power
plant in Duisburg on the Rhine. The color for such technical plants is
an obvious part of credible environmental protection.
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Every square meter and every
machine planned with color:
What is not instantly apparent 
in these attractive pictures of 
the inside of FBA 8 is that these
huge halls are very light and
very cheerful – not only in when
the sun is out. The instances of
illness in the first year of the 
factory sank to below 50% of 
the whole ThyssenKrupp Steel
company norm!

Color with a 
psychological bent: 
As men have some
deep psychological
“angst” of the color
pink, it is the best
color for warnings
where moving parts
are concerned.

Established fact: Better to be healthy here, than ill at home.
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Sunny façades are possible using steel.
Though these colors are usually associated
with stone and not metal. That is why in
ReflectionsOne® they are only a limited 
part of the concept.

Since the early 80’s there is in Ingelheim 
on the Rhine a very distinguished warehouse 
belonging to Boehringer Ingelheim. 
The colors correspond well with a silver 
annex.

This design study for the manufacturer of wind-powered energy units
allows us to see, that without color individual examples in white, 
can enhance the skyline. But, not “herds” of them. In many areas, 
for example in the wine region of Rhein-Hessen, they are increasingly
rejected by the inhabitants for many reasons. They do not stand for the
main product of the area, nor the vineyards. Color will not and cannot
alter this. There are regions however, where color when applied should
appear to be attractive. 

Photo right: Loose, quiet movements of color on structured steel 
trapeze lines, such as here in Grünstadt (Palatinate) are an exception 
in v.Garniers work. For once not following the characteristically, 
rhythmical assembly pattern, color has set itself free!

Minimum requirements for Wind Powered Energy.
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Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier about the disinformation of colours in buildings.

“Color in architecture is still far too expensive”.

The absolutely unreasonable fear of those responsible for construction of a more colorful 
architecture leads to a curious feeling and opens all doors to incompetent impostors and profiteers.
The colorful large buildings (housing estates, industrial areas, districts) shown in this booklet
would never have been carried out if the subject of additional costs incurred by colorfulness would
have been relevant in any way. Here are some indications in dealing with accompanying colors, 
in techniques and architecture.

Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier, with almost 35 years of design
experience has worked with more than seven hundred
partners in Central Europe in industry, economy, politics,
culture, community and private clients, adding colorful
accents. Would the planning of colors be too expensive,
this impressive number would have never been possible?
Very often a multiple number of large and small projects
are concealed behind it.

At first the question is: Which picture 
should express the finished construction?
Then the question is asked:
How much would this better picture cost?

Due to the fact that the value of our space became too 
important, the question about the decisive picture of con-
struction and the surroundings is not influenced primarily
by the price. Far too much money is spent in construction
on inconsequential issues. An unpleasant increase in cost
for a positive colorful-atmospheric exterior will only then
arise, when one side tries to cheat the other.

Color will only cost a lot when it is outlined and intro-
duced at a later stage in the planning. First and foremost
an increase in cost doesn’t seem possible. We can proceed
from the assumption that the cost will be the same what-
ever color, grey or black, red or blue, is used.

If one looks more carefully, color can be due to technical,
logistical as well as artistic reasons more expensive than
expected, but never that much so that in total a fitting 
additional cost would occur. Color will then cost for 
example more than the cheapest coat, when through it 
– because of the higher quality of material – the coat 
as well gets essentially more valuable. The latter for 
example will care for a longer soundness of the entire
substance of the building.

Saving on color and other items will result 
in the cost-effective construction becoming
the more expensive one.

It is important to mention that it is a real problem for an
amateur to deal with colors, which is founded in the often
missing UV-resistance as well as the fading of the colors
of cheaper materials. “Every material can be found in
every quality grade; if I choose the cheapest, I will soon
also have a cheap building”. Accepting this can not be 
intelligent.

The reason why colorful buildings get so expensive is the
fact, that meanwhile many companies use the ignorance
of many organizers and clients, in colorful effects as well
as logistical and technical connections, in a very shame-
less way. This rise in cost can mostly not be justified in 
a relevant way.

The client can measure from this behavior, the trust 
and honesty in the capacity, the intelligent logistics and
the smart partnership of his partners in construction.
Basically also a general contractor has to have an interest
in a high quality building, especially if he is not exclu-
sively interested in the business and as long it is not only
allegorized in earnings and benefits – with all respect to
these existential questions.

Due to physical reasons the layout for adding color 
to the buildings should be also obtained from reliable
collections. This is by the way is an economical aspect in
the design also. Color costs more when it is not applied
monotonously on large surfaces and is thereby visibly
less dirt resistant than when it is planned in different 
harmonious and well deliberated grades.

There are also national and international 
color scales beyond the rows of local 
manufacturers: Namely RAL and NCS.

Before the color design reached today’s quality, it was
sufficient for most designers and architects to use the
RAL-card when creating colors using their codifications.
This is the absolute secondary collection of single 
shades which originated accidentally and whose border-
lines appeared when created.

It is totally different when it comes to the sophisticated
and scientifically important color scale of NCS (Natural
Color System). It was created and well thought out using
scientific criteria of color combinations.

Sometimes it occurs that the implementation of color 
shades beyond the RAL-card – or on request –, is used by
some enterprises to increase their income in unbelievable
ways. It is absolutely not State of the Art that colors used
for coatings, of equal quality, are justifiably cheaper 
from the RAL-card than for example from the NCS.
Intrinsically such behavior can almost be seen as be-
guilement.



Plastered façades are either daubed or
colorful plastered. Other colored materials
are coated in advance and located on site.

Out of physical, promotional and technically creative 
reasons, the manufacturers offer for the different stages 
of use a well sorted scale of colors of varying quality. 
The creator will always apply such a constellation of 
colors when the coordination between the brightness and
darkness of a particular color shade is sensitive.

Each builder is advised to be careful, should
anyone decide on principle against color. 
It would be good to know why.

It is still universal for those laymen among the architects,
that all shades between black and white are colors. 
They are not. They are to be referred to as “brightness”. 
A grey city as an image is not a colorful city.

Prejudice due to a lack of information: 
For many the emphatic thoughtful question
of color is too annoying.

Each color design should be created as early as possible
as it has influence on the choice of the materials used for
the façades and is always part of the costs in tenders. This
gives the color design even the chance to save money.
Color does not make the construction costlier.

In the beginning is the get-together. It will take place 
either at the residence of the builder or at Friedrich 
Ernst v.Garnier’s home at Hof Iben. The advantage of the
second possibility mentioned is that owner and designer
have right from the start access to v.Garnier’s designs 
at his home. This conversation, wherever taking place,
will clarify all details, concerning design, price, 
techniques and logistics.

The color must develop respect towards 
the architect’s design.

Respect towards the architect’s design is prerequisite 
for a successful accompanying contribution of colors.
In any case, it is part of the cooperation with the architect
to discuss at an early stage the main colors and shades in
connection to the efficiency of the form of construction.

The course of action in the circle 
of cynical constructors and designers: 
The order designed in two steps.

Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier always develops his designs 
in two steps: The first step, the individuality of choosing
the suitable color is decided after studying the architect’s
plans of the project and discussing the materials used,

by both owner and architect. After possible changes 
and alterations, the planning goes in to the second step –
the presentation of the design for execution.

Options can show that all participants 
are uncertain – even the person in charge 
of the color.

Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier dislikes apodictic demands 
of alternative presentations. However, exceptions can 
be made if they are offered objectively. But this is not 
always so. Supplementary alternatives, borne out of pro-
cedure, set between employer and employee, leads first 
of all to additional costs and often replaces the trust of 
the owner in the know how of the color designer.

Frequently, the ready presented selection of alternatives
shows a damaging uncertainty of the designer, to analyze
in advance the personality of the owner in connection
with the design.

Color as an intelligent part of the con-
struction. It eases the authorities’ decision
for too large functional buildings.

The on-time developed color design can be very im-
portant for the owner since – intelligent quality is a 
must – it helps the authorities to answer questions leading
to the permission. As the ingenuity of the color design
can be measured first of all by the correlation and the 
protection of the surrounding nature, as well as the 
people living in it. Which means that colorful landscapes
(cities and streets are landscapes) are not a matter of taste.

The peculiarity of a proposal, once the 
design is based on an intelligent collection.

Previously and prior to the design, there has to be a 
common agreement on the kind of product used. 
For physical and economic reasons, the design of colors
for buildings should be chosen from reliable collections. 

Once decisions are made, changes of collections can lead
to misunderstandings and occasionally to a rise in cost.
Therefore, it would make more sense to choose the 
colors of all used materials as a base, before preparing 
the proposal.

The acceptance of color design is measured
here in the feelings of humans.

Even a layman can recognize relatively well the 
harmony of color in the new design of the site and the
surroundings. Concerned citizens can recognize a 
consideration in color in a city landscape, a village 
landscape, a workers landscape and over the whole site. 
Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier calls this “Constructional PR”.
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The Haindl (now UPM-Kymmene) paper 
factory in Augsburg has been designed 
by v.Garnier using metallic, discreet color. 
This can also be seen in the large picture 
below of the Waste Incineration Plant 
belonging to the city of Leverkusen.

In Zaragozza, Spain at the beginning of the
80’s v.Garnier’s design structured the enor-
mous surfaces of the General Motors Factory.
A characteristic of this is the sand color on
silver.

Play of blue light.
Fine blue, structured,
lines epitomize the
surfaces of an exten-
sion in Neuwied at 
the premises of the
company Rasselstein.
(Photo right). The 
coordinated colors 
are “Fresh” from 
the Collection
ReflectionsOne®.

Metal colors for industrial façades.
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For an engineer, every “honest” encounter 
between pure technology and a surrounding
without any common color is an achievement 
in itself. The layperson and his surroundings 
perceive this completely differently.

Left: An industrial waste plant at 
Hoechst AG in Schwanheim am Main. 
Right is the municipal Sewage Plant of
Magdeburg at Gerwisch. Colored “Eternit” 
tiles meet colored clinker buildings. 

Color composition for industrial objects need to be compatible with
the surroundings. Rasselstein in Andernach is a truly unequalled 
example. The individual changes in color resulted from the one meter
wide width of the units in the almost 30,000 square meter façade of
the addition. The convincing and discerning design is only possible 
if the individual tones of the colors do not alter themselves much 
over time. The Collection ReflectionsOne® provides the necessary
guarantee. If the design is done early enough, then the implementation
has hardly any impact on the cost. The small photo right shows the
flow of a rather bold interpretation of large buildings at the Krefeld
plant of ThyssenKrupp Nirosta.

Winning Concept for Scenery.
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A large color card with 21 sequences of color order and its 100 single shades gave the colors 
for functional buildings, for large sites – as well as for those with a high demand, new dimensions.

ReflectionsOne®,
a new color order for elements in steel construction.

Large orders, like those shown in this booklet, cannot, permanently and consequently, without an
own collection for the special nature of the different materials, be built. ThyssenKrupp Steel has 
developed ReflectionsOne® as a helpful collection in the market of the large steel buildings. 
Hence a group of companies who, out of technical and logistical experiences with a large number
of totally different global enterprises, and who posses the determination, as well as the technical
scientific means are, as it is necessary here, able to hold such an important position.

When creating the color order for the steel colors it was
to avoid absolutely complete shades. The structured color
range enables a tonal sequence and sensitivity in the 
color design.

This makes design work for those, who were, until today,
dealing with colors with far more critically.

In principle, the professionals from the architects’ offices,
beside silver in different shades, seldom chose a color 
for steel, as it does not possess an own distinctive color.

From the point of view of the designers, it is often 
understandable that it is not easy for them to follow up
the thoughts of the architects in the subject of “trust 
worthy material”. However, they have to learn to engage
themselves in a more colorful future for non-colored 
materials.

From the suffix “One” we can gather that interesting 
developments are in process which will examine the 
important theme of the natural features of the steel 
surfaces.

This Collection ReflectionsOne®
was created for steel and cannot be 
missed in the industry since it is a planned
and useful major idea.

Many of the works shown in this booklet were created
using these colors.

ReflectionsOne® is coated steel. Colors on façades and
constructions arrange objective features which have to be
recognized by the planner at an early stage. It is always
important to have a relatively close relation to the original
character of the material.

From this the distribution of the color rows in all color
groups can be justified. In principle all colors are repre-
sented. There characteristics are slightly “diminished” 
as steel is not synthetic.

The spectrum is vaguely dominated by blues and greens;
hence they are in practice the most important colors 
for surfaces in industrial construction using steel in the 

nature. This is the reason why they are filling the largest
space, divided in to fresher, brighter colors, as well as
warmer muted shades.

The warm colors, groups between yellow and red, use a
little less space. There characteristics for buildings can 
be found, in my opinion, mostly in stones. This does not 
mean that an intelligent application on façades of steel
cannot achieve an excellent result.
I always like to mention the difference to stone when 
I have the task of applying colors on a larger combination
of single buildings or connected complexes, using these
materials in a supplementary, harmonious order.

The decision for a certain choice of a color base from 
a family of colors for a building or a complex depends 
on the owner, the landscape, the basic features of the 
enterprise and certainly from the color situation of the
neighborhood.

Very often the designers have the task of integrating 
buildings that are too large into a protective landscape,
not only with the result of a visually abstract program –
but also to serve humans. 

One should also know – und especially this demand 
serves the order in ReflectionsOne® –, that mainly 
darker color groups used for functional buildings, 
can create a sensible relationship to the surrounding.

Landscapes are far darker than laymen can think or 
imagine, even in the sun. Each light building is accen-
tuated in it – whether his position, his quality, his mean-
ing and his material are plausible or not. This has to be
repeatedly mentioned. 

Increasingly strong and light colors for functional build-
ings are frequently not suitable for large and unpopular
surfaces and constructions. They make them too hard, 
dividing them from the landscapes and accentuate further
the obnoxious partition between them.

Invitations for tender, for implementations at construction
sites, are searching for publishers. Presentations for the
realization of superior designs are actually not seeking
the material, as this is already part of the design. 
They always use the physically well-matured collection.
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Who wants to shape construction landscapes,
must know, that all shades between black
and white in principle are not colors and 
therefore are unable to create colorfulness.
Colorful landscapes can not be achieved 
with black and white. They are only the tunes
of the intermission in the concert and can be
however with exceptions very precious.

This applies also for the frequently misused white, which
is quiet far from being harmonious with the landscape
and unique. In the last years it spread itself in a rather 
uncontrolled way in all its shades.

ReflectionsOne® makes it possible, that the building is
always special, although also similar colors to white can
be found in the collection.

The lower row of brighter full single colors in the color
scale, shows the possibility also in the own single rows,
of presenting a special accentuated message on façades,
for example advertising, without the risk of having to 
engage a incongruous color.

All single color groups are connected in this collection 
on purpose through a number of rows of grey and are
considered more muted colors. This point of view makes
it possible for the designer to control all needed colors
and avoid the over coloring of landscapes.

The rows of grey also show that grey is not “neutral” 
but has its position either in this or the other direction. 
In ReflectionsOne® the greys are “dangling” connecting
the colors.

The colors for example: 
The blues. Wonderful blues. 
Noble. Totally positive, elitist, spiritual.

Blues, furthermore mostly deep blues, express, in the 
color decisions made in every day’s life, to be the most
favorite color in Germany. Blue – what ever it means –
according to research, is considered the most preferred
color.

This is considered – as mentioned – for all personal deci-
sions. Nevertheless, the matter is different when it comes
to building. There, most people absolutely dislike the
cold, cool and noble distance. Possibly, nearly ninety 
percent of the people dislike at first, especially dark and
heavy blues. The reason can be found in the cool color
climate of this region. A psychologist will not be sur-
prised to find in the remaining ten percent, the persisting
blue users, of which ninety percent are architects.

This number will not be surprising, since every designer
is seeking to present his work in the best possible way. 
It is unpleasant to realize on balance that since the past
decades, essential emotion differentiated between in-
tellectual designers building streets and cities and the 
expressive users.

The closest relatives to grey and then to black can be 
found in the three primary colors, the blues, especially 
the darker. Only the blue can be mixed directly, without
any detour, to the grey: yellow must go over green, red
over brown. This might not really interest the layman.

But it helps explain, why can blue be the coolest color
and mostly is – and not only due to its tight relation to
grey. It has to be the coolest color in its nature, as it pos-
sesses the highest spiritual authority and therefore also
able to generate the largest distance. From the three ex-
isting prime colors, the blue, the yellow, the red, the blues
seem to be the closest to major. Only certain lightness and
accompanying warmth brings the blues, exceptionally
and for the time being, to the side of the happiness.

Nevertheless, in humans every day’ decision – in fashion
or utensils, in company logos or pictures – blue is popular
and, together with red, the favored family of colors.

Not only in construction. When this same blue absconds
from the norm to add his effect into the colored con-
structions – walls do that with the assistance of color – 
these same features play a totally different role and 
the construction in the cool climate of Middle Europe 
becomes for most humans an emotional opponent:
Because the wall is a reflector of light.

Only the light blues smile. The darker ones will later help
the glowing games of the artificial light. In murky rainy
lights, when their shadows darken the streets and when
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A few words about the sensitive relation between color, landscape and human, 
the way Ernst Friedrich v.Garnier feels and orders it, in a new way for Architecture.

Color has character like humans, like music, like light.

Major and Minor – these atmospheric features for buildings, streets, city sights will not have an 
effect only out of the shape of the built subject. Major and Minor are also measures for colorfulness
or colorlessness. The shape stays in its place. However, colors free themselves out of the wall 
or euphonic, loud or soft, cold or warming. They fill the soul of the human with atmospheres, 
which are different from the pictures and stories of the structure for the soul.
I love to name color in the plural, when they indicate landscapes – actively and passively, 
in light and dark and in warm or cold: the reds, the blues, the yellows, the greens.
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It is fascinating when colors meet their 
natural family in the play of light of “living”
greens (tanks at InfraServ).

In Flörshein/Wicker, near Wiesbaden in a recreation area a Bio Mass
Power Plant (owned by Main-Taunus-Recycling GmbH) is being 
constructed. The task was to incorporate the building and connect it
with a free-climbing wall in stone. Whilst the building was primarily
constructed using “Glad” from ReflectionsOne® the metal sheets
carry the changing ochre colors towards the right.

Above: An interesting detail which can be seen from afar will be the
amusing and unmistakable “totem pole” design of the steel chimney.
Right: Glistening colors in shining steel at a waste-treatment plant 
at Merck in Darmstadt.

Lively cheerful greens in the landscape.

A taller, supporting green design base in the
“ensemble” of the Stralsund Wharf (Page 13)
as a root at ground level.



The small photos above and below show 
details of a comprehensive color design 
for a logistic center in Haldensleben near
Magdeburg for the Hamburg based 
Otto-Versand. Reserved on the outside,

At the outset Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier encountered the wrath of the
manager at DaimlerChrysler when he replied to the request for a 
design by answering with “black”. This decision was followed by the
satisfaction that together with the colorful “Smart” an instantaneous 
recognition all over Europe was ensured.
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Black is smart.

the mostly silver façade relies on encounters
with fresh turquoise and mostly light blue.
Inside is a celebration of colors, which ac-
company merchandise and packages through
the plant.



waiting for the dusk. If the blue is royal, then this king 
is separating his friends from opponents – in the archi-
tecture.

The search of the engaged designer for noble architecture,
seems not to keen too know about it and would also not
really like to acknowledge it as a handicap: the high 
authority of the construction with the aid of the royal 
blue in its depths is closer to him then any other person.
The designer does not have to serve this human, as most
of them seem to believe. 
Blue does not serve, it dominates, although – applied as 
a standard – in a spectacular fine way. The term “steel
blue” does not present a layman’s sole a curiosity for 
color for lifetime. In this mentioned darkness, the cool 
reluctance and internal severance between building and
observer is disseminated.

My favored color in construction is not blue – but I afford
it, because I know it and make use of its lightness instead
of its weightiness as well as from its happy as well as
from its serious nature. Pictures from constructions and
landscapes can prove very easily, why people out of
Central Europe dislike their favored color blue when it
comes to constructions. The reason is the overcast sky.
The grey salutes the blue with restraint gesture.

The warm sunny summer light gives way to the first
cloud, and gets embroiled in it. Furthermore water in the
cloud demonstrates in detail – with its capability to break
the light – furthermore why in our eyes earth got a blue
planet. Most often, when we stand in the rain.

Unquestionably, everything is permitted. But, from the  
point of view of a clever color choice, this is not a
“Constructed PR”. Such a blue light, in lead and grey, 
this is the exhausted light we live in. The architecture 
turn into edged solid rainy clouds: A friendly salute to 
the street? Why do we build our selves such a murky 
inconsolable weather into our façades? Response: thus
“we” meaning the designer, is not the “we” meaning the
user. Nevertheless, the designer leaves, the user stays.

The colors, for example: 
The complex reds.

The superficial most authoritarian color is surely red:
blue is not superficial, but can at a spiritual way be as
well dominant and therefore also authoritarian but in a
very positive way. The features of a certain striking sur-
face must have been the reason, that red has also been 
elected to a royal color, although – compared to the royal
blue – the more superficial, striking version of the “king”.

Red is as well also the color of love and caution. 
But in some hidden way they must belong together: 
The authority, the caution, the love. All of it can be very
silent and yet very noisy. In ReflectionsOne® I captured
the strength from the red.

For the architecture the saturated reds are just extremely
too loud, too staying, too obtrusive and chumming up.
When a community gets confused, it screams like every
single person would, when he goes crazy. Red is with 

no doubts the loudest color. If not, there would be world-
wide a different color then red on each traffic light, which
restrains every citizen’s own decision beside stopping 
or returning.

At the fun fair the colorfulness must be screaming, 
and should when danger lurks. The person likes to 
choose the musical escort for his life by him self, 
to feel the colors at his standard. Colors are like music,
they should be in the first row of the concert hall of life,
not too loud and still good to hear in the last row.

Multi-colored: A European gets sometimes the impres-
sion when visiting the United States of America, that
children’s rooms in its often horribly over colored situa-
tion are like marketing for the country’s psychologists
which will in this way care for sufficient psychological
sick clients in the future. Whole residential complexes
can be found meanwhile in Europe in such a spiritual
confusion of colorful terrorism.

The observer of such colorful walls must be frightened
for those creatures that have to spend the first important
years, spiritual shaping years of their life’s, close to 
such aggressive mountains of colors. At the construction,
I always would like to take the threat out of the temp-
tation. 

In such a time of unrestrained over-stimulation of a 
community through constantly desired or undesired 
over-information, one will – as I already mentioned 
several times at different stages – surely avoid the use
and production of intensive and saturated colored colors
on large buildings.

In my work, reds and their multiple encounters between
each other on the wall, can be so restrained, that the 
genuine strength of their features in their color group,
will never burden and emerge contemptible.

The colors for example: 
The supportive greens.

It is understandable – and absolutely right considering 
the light in his life – that the architect in principle is no
friend of green color on the walls. He desires the building
as an intelligent, even intellectual answer to the origi-
nating, obvious relation with the outgrowing sentimen-
tality of a natural landscape. In general it might be 
accepted that he does not favor a “built landscape” there
where accompanying integrated green is unnecessary due
to the fact that no “deficiency in green” is threatening 
the village’s sight. 

Hence, there are situations in our increasing Central
European cultural landscapes which are out of compelling
reasons, making it impossible to substitute the green by
any other family of colors. In particular in industrial 
landscapes. Also in tight encounters between industrial
functional buildings and protected landscapes, greens 
in all their shades are essential to the integration with 
the neighborhood. But they should not be considered 
a camouflage. A building should never be in need of the 
latter.
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Near to nature and most of all, also carefully coordinated
light-dark, active-passive and warm-fresh, the green from
the family of colors belong under these circumstances to
the most popular colors of laymen.

The unreserved observer senses, that this family of colors
is able to solve emerging problems, out of encounters, 
of misalliances between a tree and a building. 
A sovereign objectiveness without any personal problems
always serve here for a well balanced result. Exceptionally
and only with greens, it appears to the designer, as if he
would use the color for corrections, although it is an 
unpleasant thought.

The family of greens appears to me, to be the most 
important family of colors, when ever coated steel for 
industrial landscapes is concerned. These constructions
supersede most of the landscapes. The green is close 
to steel, both like each other. But as the natural greens 
of leaves and trees, steel has sensitivity for the wrong
neighborhood. Almost all the wrong greens, out of the 
often mentioned RAL-card, make steel appear cheap.
Excluded are all the dark green tones, even those out of
the RAL-card, which I dislike, as they are unable to keep
up with the intelligence in the analytical coordination 
of colors in the architecture.

False fat greens for industrial buildings are an atrocity 
for humans and all growing and already grown greens.
More confident are such light, silent tones, which give 
the natural colors in the landscapes the priority. 
The latter is basic etiquette when creating colors.

Nevertheless, greens will also in future stay the most 
important color group for industrial plants in landscapes.
Greens can and should – as already mentioned – also be
quite dark in certain circumstances. This should always
be like that, when it is requested to integrate the plant 
into the landscape, in a balanced and harmonious way. 

Pre-organized scaffoldings for plants should be a part 
of the delivery program of the material shed. On one
hand, they can help structuring the far too large surfaces.
And on the other hand, they create friends at the con-
struction site.

The false green out of the company’s logo. I have no 
problem with the false green while printed. This is the 
artificial procedure in which colors do not have to appear
natural. The question is, if this creature, called by me
“false green” apparently emerges sympathetic, at a con-
struction with several hundred square meters of vomited
shades of white. No, this is out of question, this is abso-
lutely horrible.

The greens provide the most important and at the same 
time, the most dangerous color tones for the industrial
construction. In general, the rule should be that greens
should grow and not be built. The large expansion in 
construction and the unbelievable growth of huge sites 
in the industrial buildings in the cities and the country 
side have erased this request in practice. Nevertheless,
when using greens, a high request of special attention 
and sensitivity is demanded. Once more, a principally 
careful discussion with the not always simple compo-

sition criteria of color sounds. Greens change to false 
greens much faster then one can imagine.

The colors, for example: 
The sunny, but underhanded yellows.

Very basically, the colors similar to ochre in the spectra 
of yellow color tones, are very desired and well liked, 
especially in stone buildings in Central Europe. 
Compared to the dominating blue grey colors in our 
climate, the tender yellow has a warming effect. 
The historical baroque yellow is a very illustrated 
example for a high acceptance, especially when it is 
applied near to sand stone tones.

It is different when applied with metal surfaces. 
What can be sensed on stone materials like plaster and
concrete can be, for example, not too convincing on 
steel.

Other yellows have been developed in these times, 
which are less soiled, much clearer and more intensive.
They are the reason for irritations in the esthetical 
coherence.

It is proven, as expected, that the more saturated 
yellows on buildings – surely independent from the 
material – appear to be, usually on each material used 
on large surfaces, unpleasantly garish and insensitive, 
and therefore mostly, the enemy of landscapes. 
At least this is applicable in our Central European light.
Yellows warm up each material – chumming up? – 
this is absolutely disliked by the architect. Is it as a 
partner of harmonious sunny greens or in an own game
with declinations of different shades of lightness in a 
grid game of elements.

The well liked metallic blue or the impersonal greys, 
do not exclude the warmth of the ochre for steel, which
usually gives the impression of being cooler than stone.
The warm color, out of the tender, saturated yellows 
serves the visual warmth, also during each tough 
encounter in nature.

Yellow is dangerous. It is even worse: brimstone, false,
stupid garish. But all colors at construction are danger-
ous, especially those which are over-filled and saturated.
They can get on the nerves of their surroundings as 
particularly uptight humans do.

This is surely very similar for colors of large furniture.
Monotonous in full tones are similar to humans, with
whom we live together for a long period of time, hearing
them repeating their stories again and again. As I think,
one can also learn from the yellows of the baroque period
when building steel constructions. Assistants are always
controlling greys.

Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier
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On this model of a new Power Plant (MKW)
the applied concept of color is plain to see:
Concrete and everything of “stone” were 
given sandstone-ochre colors, steel was 
cooler, lighter and green.

The equipment installed in the ceiling of the
Frankenhalle at the Nürnberg Trade Fair was
made to be easily distinguishable using color.
(Above) The photos below indicate how noble
filigree silver stands before a capably com-
posed myriad of colors. (DyStar, Höchst).

A cheerful con-
spicuous technical
thread of color clings
to the central part of
this Sludge Treatment
Plant at the former
Hoechst AG. Now
InfraServ in Höchst. 
(For decades v.Garnier
was their consultant).

Visible cheerful Sludge Incinerator.
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In the Zingster Strasse in Berlin-
Hohenschönhausen stand a blue, 
a yellow, a green and a red apart-
ment block and yet together they
don’t appear to be garish. At no time
does the color composition strain 
the space, although the color unites
mass and energy. These high-rises
appear to be grey with interwoven
color, executed in aluminum. 
The basic colorful character of each
building is more pronounced at the
corners.

Metal Houses.

Before renovation these were four 
typical, grey, prefabricated giants.
Color changes – draped in front 
and behind. The owners were 
the Wohnungsbaugesellschaft
Hohenschönhausen/Lichtenberg. 
(HOWOGE).
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Organic coated sheet and metal (Pladur® and Platal®)
are very high graded product specialties from
ThyssenKrupp Steel. Pladur® is a branded lacquer and
Platal® a synthetic coated sheet or metal. The beginnings
of the production of organic coated sheet in the company
can be followed from the first decades of the last century.

The product has progressed in the last four decades. 
In the last business year, more than 500,000 t. of 
organic  coated material was produced. In years past,
ThyssenKrupp Steel supplied 65% of its production to 
the construction and the construction industry’s needs.
The product is supplied with a ready surface, functional
and decorative. Our motto is: Finish first – Fabricate later.

The coatings of our products possess specific features 
for the finishing and the direction of usage (for Example
the ability to be rolled, anti corrosion and coloration). 
The color collection ReflectionsOne® is connected with
organic coated metal and presents the further develop-
ment of Pladur®.

The Coil Coating procedure.

Pladur® is a composite material, consisting of a metallic
carrier material and one ore several coating materials. 
In a continuous finishing process the metal surface is 
cleaned, pretreated chemically and coated with liquid 
organic coating materials through a cylindrical application
with a following dry heating. 

The most common amount of coatings with Pladur® is
polyester, HDP and PVDF. The effectiveness of the pro-
duct is based on a coating system with a double coated
painting and a given thickness of 25 µm. The corres-
ponding composite material correspond DIN 55928-8 
and is therefore used on thin-walled building elements.

The requirements according DIN 55928-8 correspond 
primarily to the anti corrosion. Details to the weather-
ability are not made here.

For the above mentioned main coatings counts that, 
the level of the coating features increases by the follow-
ing sequence, Polyester, HDP and PVDF. An important
characteristic of the ready surfaces of the composite 
material is the color of the coating. The choice of non 
colored colors is very important to our clients. 
Non colored colors are here the colors white and black 

as well as their descendants. The colored colors as red
and green and like yellow and blue are on the contrary 
reduced. Considering the color distribution of the produc-
tion of Pladur® in the business years 2001/2002, 
it is established that in the case of the favored Polyester
coating, less than 1/5 of the production is in colored 
colors.

It is amazing that the proportion of the colored colors
with the superior quality coatings HDP and PVDF is 
remarkably higher. An elucidation would be that the 
client orders and accepts more colors when it comes 
to higher quality products.

Creation of the color collection.

In the beginning was the idea to “snatch” the new industrial
buildings of ThyssenKrupp Steel out of their melancholic
look by independently adding some color. The color 
design should enhance the image and association of our
enterprise and create a stronger relation to the name
ThyssenKrupp Steel. An example for that would be the
Dortmunder OberflächenCentrums (DOC®).

The color design of the above mentioned building took
off the monotonous image which has been known for
years. This first spectrum of colors was the starting point
for the color collection ReflectionsOne®, which stands
for an integrated concept, from the organic coated 
material to production of the industrial building.

The spectrum of colors of the collection was created 
by Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier in cooperation with
ThyssenKrupp Steel and the paint supplier Akzo Nobel
Nippon Paint. It was decided that the harmonious color
design should be still recognizable, even after years.

Furthermore should be achieved, that also smaller 
façade surfaces can be produced, due to reasons of cost,
by coating each piece of the carrier material individually.
They should adapt harmoniously by color and show 
almost the same good features of usage as those of 
organic coated metal.

According to the available features of the coating 
materials, it was decided to realize the color collection
ReflectionsOne® in form of PVDF-Coil-Coating and
Fluorpolymer-Stück (per piece) – brand coating.

Designers have slept, when colors do not last. Or the cheaper version has won.

Often the color fails due to a thoughtless association 
with technology.

In the following contribution, Dr. Erich Nabbefeld-Arnold gives technical information, in coope-
ration with Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier, on the mutually developed color collection ReflectionsOne®
for steel in the Coil-Coating procedure. The task was a highly demanding technology. Dr. Nabbefeld-
Arnold leads the production development in the Color Profit Center in the Industry Division of
ThyssenKrupp Steel AG.
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The duration of the coating under the influence of the 
climates like weather is strongly associated with the 
durability against UV-Rays. The strong energy out of 
the UV-Rays is capable to destroy organic coatings. 
This is how color changes are created, especially through 
destruction of pigments, as well as the loss of brightness 
and chalk through degradation of the binder. PVDF 
process almost no UV absorption and has therefore the
best gloss and chalk stability.

For the pigmentation of the paints of ReflectionsOne®,
only premium pigments are used which are distinguished
through a superb coating ability in transparent and ultra-
violet light, as well as the least changes in gloss reduction
and chalking.

Therefore an improvement has been also achieved, 
concerning the superior quality of the Standard-PVDF.
Consequently a wide spectrum of color wishes, referring
to the demands of the collection ReflectionsOne®, 
can be fulfilled.

Every single color of the collection has been put together,
according to its visual impression and the experience in
combining colors. The collection consists from 21 color
groups. Friedrich Ernst v.Garnier chose for the colors
concise names.

In addition to the explanation according to the visual 
valuation, the colors of the collection can be evaluated
with the assistance of color measurement numbers L, 
C and H. The Number L is measurement for the lightness,
C for the color saturation or colorfulness and H for the 
color tone. The color collection is created in a way, which
in each group the color lightness and saturation is de-
creasing proportionally in most of the cases. The color
lightness moves between approximately 18 and 80 units.

Same valuation for the colorfulness means, that the colors
have the same distance to the un-colorful axis Unbuntachse
(black-white). The Buntonwinkel is steady in many groups.

Clear deviations can be found as well in the color group
“secret”. In comparison, the colors in this group have an
obvious variation in colors. The deviations from simple
color metrical correlations can be led back to the creation
of the color rows as well as the possibility of pigmentation.

Peculiarities of the coating.

The appropriate choice of the PVDF coating from
ReflectionsOne® leads to the following profile: 

• Color and gloss changes are uniform on surfaces facing
in the same direction so that the color design retains its
harmonious appearance. Specially selected pigments
ensure very good color stability in natural weather 
conditions. These statements are valid for the coil-
coating coats as well as for the brand coating by piece.

• The positive features of the coating can be influenced
as well as in other coatings, for example through 
aggressive substances (Acids, leach and /or solvent)
and constant humidity. When used according to in-
structions and under exclusion of aggressive influences,
the excellent features will last a minimum of 10 years.

The very high quality level of the composite material
ReflectionsOne® is also assured with smaller orders, 
as well as through the features of the coating material 
and the appreciated technology of our band coating 
machinery.

Experienced personnel and in-line measuring procedure,
as for example thickness of the layers and color measure-
ments, assist in insuring the quality level. Special spray
paints on the base of Fluorpolymers facilitate the 
same coating by piece. They are placed on pre-primed
coil-coating material and dried between 60 and 80°C to
achieve virtually the same quality as coil-coated products.
This special resin used in spray paints results in slightly
reduced UV resistance compared with coil-coated sheet,
which leads to chalking which can practically not be felt
in the first 10 years.
A difference will be principally visible later on the 
building, if surfaces facing the same direction and with
the same profiling are observed together. 

For this reason spray-coated and coil-coated sections 
featuring the same color in the collection should not be
placed side by side. Small local blemishes on the 
surfaces, for example through mechanical errors during
the installation, can be fixed with an air drying paint.

The usually apparent differences in the colors of other
coating systems are practically not evident between coil-
coated and the repaired part, due to special matching 
repair paints. Minimal measured differences can be 
evaluated, hence the visual difference is quite acceptable.

Final remark.

With the technical formulation of the actually insubstan-
tial color spectrum, a high quality organic coated metal
has been accomplished.

Through the mutual elaboration of the color collection
and the corresponding coating material it was possible 
to achieve a harmonious balance in the color design of
objects and keep it over years.

Although the color design with the coil-coated product
was until now restricted to large façade surfaces, 
it was possible to create, through a similar piece coating,
a design with smaller colored surfaces.

The collection ReflectionsOne® includes structured 
rows of color. Generally, comments for a sensible color
design can be realized, with this color order. The coil-
coated product out of steel stands with ReflectionOne®
for superior surface revival. 

ReflectionsOne® is an offer, which is available in addition
to the known spectrum of colors or presentation. It offers
the designer every possibility, through coordinated 
structure in the “lightness” of the restrained color rows, 
to place attractive buildings for the owner or the investor,
that blend in with their different surroundings.

Dr. Erich Nabbefeld-Arnold
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The superior extension.
v.Garnier was troubled at the time of the 
first building by the horizontal separation of 
the colors, which at the behest of the owners 
was to minimize the height. The relative 
darkening of the new design provides a 

superior protection for this new giant.
Evident is that the lighter colors and these 
older horizontal ones would not provide the
solution. The new owner Roche has been
very cooperative.

The successful corporation Roche Diagnostics
in Mannheim is constructing a huge ware-
house as an addition to its Logistics Center.
This creates the difficult task of linking it with
the obviously not so old, existing parts. 

The building designed by architect Gerd
Heene with a color composition by v.Garnier
for Boehringer Mannheim in the 90’s, is aug-
mented by a logically darker composition.
(See above).
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